Decreasing fall risk in spinocerebellar ataxia
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Abstract. [Purpose] Spinocerebellar ataxia consists of a group of autosomal dominant disorders that cause progressive degeneration, mainly in the cerebellum and its connections. Falls, which are a significant concern of this condition, reduce patients' mobility, deteriorate their health and have physical and social consequences. The aim of this study was to test the effectiveness of a modified protocol for improving balance and diminishing the fall risk of spinocerebellar ataxia patients exclusively. [Subjects and Methods] Exercises aiming to improve static and dynamic balance, whole body movements, measures to prevent falls and falling strategies were performed twice per week for four weeks by 11 spinocerebellar ataxia patients. Balance was evaluated using the Berg Balance Scale. [Results] The results show that there was a significant increase in Berg Balance Scale scores after the interventions (Wilcoxon p=0.0034). [Conclusion] This study demonstrated that the modified protocol is effective at reducing the fall risk of spinocerebellar ataxia patients. This protocol may be a useful option for appropriately coping with falls caused by spinocerebellar ataxia.
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INTRODUCTION

Spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) consists of a group of autosomal dominant disorders that cause progressive degeneration in the cerebellum and its connections, gait and limb ataxic movements¹). SCA is often accompanied by degeneration at other sites in the nervous system that produce non-cerebellar signs such as pyramidal and extrapyramidal deficits²).

One of the challenges of living with SCA is balance impairments, which are a key risk factor of falls³). In one study, the number of falls in 228 SCA patients was determined during a one year period preceding a survey⁴). Notably, 73.6% of these patients reported at least one fall during this period, and a high rate of fall-related injuries was also reported (74%). Later, a prospective study⁵) with 113 SCA patients that recorded their falls during one year in a diary showed that 84.1% of the patients reported at least one fall. This high fall risk can reduce mobility, deteriorate general health, and has physical and social consequences⁶). Thus, the development of strategies to improve balance and decrease the fall risk is critical for SCA patients.

To date, there is no pharmacological treatment which can minimize the motor symptoms related to SCA. Physiotherapy approaches are one of the few treatments that can address this condition⁷).

In a previous study, an intervention to improve coordination and balance was conducted with 15 patients with hereditary cerebellar ataxia⁷). This protocol was performed for one hour, three times a week, for four weeks. It reduced ataxia symptoms and improved motor performance and balance in static/dynamic tasks. After the four-week period, all patients were instructed to continue exercising at home for one hour every day. Some of the benefits produced by this protocol lasted for one year⁸). Unfortunately, among the enrolled patients, only 3 exhibited SCA. Thus, the effectiveness of this protocol cannot be directly determined for SCA patients because their characteristics include more infrequent non-ataxic signs than cerebellar ataxic patients with other etiologies.

The aim of the present study was to test the effectiveness of a modified version of this protocol⁷) for improving balance and diminishing the fall risk SCA patients, exclusively. The protocol modifications reduced the number of sessions per week as well as the duration to improve the adherence of SCA outpatients to the ambulatory rehabilitation.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Twelve SCA patients (7 females), aged between 28–59 years, participated in this study (Table 1). All patients provided their informed written consent. This study was approved by the local ethics committee (UNISUAM) and was conducted conform to the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

All patients were diagnosed with SCA by a neurologist and were able to walk 10 meters. The exclusion criteria consisted of vertigo, hypertension, postural hypotension, heart disease, epilepsy or orthopedic problems.

The Brazilian version of the Berg Balance Scale (BBS), which includes 14 static and dynamic balance activities, was used to evaluate the balance and fall risk of patients. For each item, a score ranging from 0–4, with “0” indicating the lowest and “4” representing the highest level of function, was used to quantify the balance performance of the patients. The maximum possible BBS score is 56. Declines in BBS scores are associated with a nonlinear increase in the fall risk.

The original protocol included four groups of exercises: static and dynamic balance; whole body movements; measures to prevent falling and falling strategies; and movements to treat or prevent contracture. In this study, we excluded the last group of exercises because they are not directly related to falls. This modification decreased the duration of each session. The number of sessions per week was also reduced to two. The patients were encouraged to perform all exercises ten times with no external support. In some cases, the patients progressed from minimal support to no support at all.

The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test was used to compare the BBS scores recorded before and after the intervention. A p value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

No participants reported discomfort or suffered a fall during the protocol. One patient discontinued the treatment and was excluded from the analysis. The median age of SCA onset of the remaining 11 patients was 42 years. The majority of the patients were diagnosed with SCA3 (Table 1).

The median BBS score was 50 (Min 28, Max 54) before the intervention and 55 (42, 56) after the intervention (Table 1). The BBS score exhibited a significant increase (p=0.0034) for all of the participants after the intervention.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we utilized a modified version of a protocol used to prevent falls by SCA patients. We found that there were significant improvements in static and dynamic balance as determined by the BBS score. This improvement was achieved with fewer sessions (twice a week) and a shorter duration (approximately 45 minutes) than the original protocol, which included three sessions per week of one hour each. The adaptations can increase the adherence to outpatient rehabilitation, which is restricted due to the progressive gait and balance impairments of SCA, and because of the transportation difficulties found in less developed countries such as Brazil.

The original protocol included different types of hereditary cerebellar ataxias. The present study found that there were improvements in balance in a group composed exclusively of SCA patients, indicating that the protocol may be also helpful for SCA patients.

Balance assessment is important for almost all patients receiving physical therapy, for determining appropriate therapy goals, increasing awareness of fall risk, and deciding appropriate strategies for gait. In the present study, the BBS score was used as an index of fall status. We found that the fall risk of all the participants decreased after the intervention. The fall risk is known to be high in SCA patients. Falls can induce a vicious cycle of immobility and a fear of falling, limiting activity and social participation, thereby reducing the quality of life of patients. Therefore, the improvements reported here are relevant for SCA patients.

The key challenge in the prevention of falls is to appropriately prescribe meaningful treatments to improve this condition. In the present study, we showed that interventions that improve balance and diminish the fall risk may be helpful for SCA patients.

One limitation of the present study was the absence of a control group, but it is important to remember that SCA is a progressive disorder in which balance deficits tend to deteriorate over time, making it difficult to compare results among individuals.

We conclude that a protocol focusing on improving balance and diminishing the fall risk may be advantageous for preventing falls during the rehabilitation of SCA patients.
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